
Cowardly Blade Invented by Hogan 
 

History: 

Once upon a time in a country now forgotten by almost everybody who normally care to remember such things, a 

powerful mage who's name also is forgotten, began a work which should be his masterpiece in the art of magic. He set 

forth to create a magical sword, which should be the stuff of legends, a sword, which should inspire courage into the 

heart of its wearer, and take him forward to heroic deeds. 

For three long years he labored in his laboratory, only with the help of his faithful, but occasionally lazy assistant. Much 

where the power and magic which where drained to be a part of the sword, and many where the wonders created during 

that time. 

When the period was coming to an end, the wizard only needed one component to complete his work, the heart of a 

heroic warrior! As some of the local rulers just had launched their yearly attack against each other, the mage send his 

assistant to the battlefield, to locate and retrieve the heart needed for the completion of the sword. As the lazy assistant 

neared the battlefield, he was already getting bored with the job, and when he stumbled upon the first corpse, he figured 

that one heart could be as good as the next one. So he removed the heart from the still warm corpse at the edge of the 

battlefield, and brought it to his master who happy completed his creation, and later gave it to a heroic Paladin to bring 

glory to the sword and its creator. 

Unfortunately, the heart belonged to a true coward, which served in the army, but fled at the first sign of battle, as he 

has done every time he had faced an enemy. He was killed with an arrow to the back, and that's why the apprentice 

found him at the edge of the battlefield, and not in the center where the truly heroic fighters met their end. 

The little mistake soon became apparent, as the sword suddenly took on truly cowardly properties. Many a heroic 

wielder suddenly came face to face with near dead, as his magical sword refused to leave the scabbard where it felt 

save. The wizard who created the sword and his reputation was ashamed beyond repair, he left the country forever, 

settled down in a remote area and took up pottery. Some says he's still alive, scouring the lands in search of his 

apprentice, in order to have a little “chat” with him! 

The sword quickly passed from hand to hand, as fast as possible when people learned of its true nature. It was never 

used long time enough to adopt a proper name, but was commonly known among its users as Cowardly Blade! 

 

Description: 

The Cowardly Blade is a magnificent blade. It bears the shape and statistic of a Long Sword, but is inlaid with runes of 

gold and platinum in a silvery and steel-enforced blade. Its handle is pure adamantium, inlaid with small gems and a 

huge bloodstone, shining with an inner fire when battle is approached (actually the sword's fear of battle becoming 

apparent). 

 

Alignment: 

The Cowardly Blade is of a True Neutral alignment. It doesn't care who's carrying it or what alignment they have, as 

long as it is kept out of battle. But being used for too long by evil people gives the sword "the creeps", so it will try to 

get away sooner or later. 

 

Intelligence: 
The blade is in possession of an average (10) intelligence of its own. It is able to speak in the common tongue of man, 

with a hint of a northern accent. It prefers to keep quit, to as not attract attention, but when it does talk, it will be a 

treasure of information on how to avoid combat, to get around ones enemies (and the hell out of there!), and how to 

play the mandolin (nobody knows where that ability comes from!?). 

The Blade has an Ego score of 13, giving it a personality score at 23. 

 

Personality: 

The Blade itself is a true coward, when facing an enemy its first reaction will depend on the immediate danger of the 

situation. If in the scabbard, it will refuse to come out and face the enemy. 

If facing a truly terrifying enemy, it will try to use its ability to create a Dimensional Door to come as far away from the 

battle as possible. 

The only way to prevent the Cowardly Blade from overruling orders and do what it sees fit, is to win a willpower battle 

against it. At a willpower battle, both owner and weapon rolls a d20, and the one who get most below his/its present 

personality (Owner = Int+Cha+Lv, Weapon = Ego+Int) wins. Any action on the behalf of the weapon/owner, which 

runs contradictory to the other part, takes a willpower battle. 

The only time when the Cowardly Blade will freely go directly into battle, is when either it or its owner is called a 

coward by the enemy. The sword knows it's a coward, but is not happy about the fact, and will avenge such an insult. 

Clever owners of the sword have also found out, that they can goat the sword to serve them right in battle for a short 

time, but such tactics rarely work for long. 



Powers: 
- The Cowardly Blade is imbued with a powerful +3 enchantment, scoring double damage against creatures of evil 

alignment. Unfortunately, very few users ever get close enough to the enemy, to benefit from this ability! 

- The sword is able to, twice a day use a Dimensional Door (as the spell). It will most often use this power at its own 

to get itself and its wielder as far away from battle as possible. 

- The Sword is able to Detect Evil at a range of 100 yards. That evil is apparent is shown by the fact that the sword 

starts trembling (out of fear), or refuses to leave its scabbard. 

- Once a day, the sword was designed to cast a Fear-spell against the enemies of the wielder. Unfortunately, the 

sword has adapted the power to be used against the wielder of the sword and his friends, to make them flee away 

from their enemies, and bring the sword to safety. 

 

Identification: 

In order to keep as low a profile as possible, the Cowardly Blade will fool every attempt to Identify it. A Legend Lore 

spell will tell that "The blade was created for heroic intentions, and was to be worn for the common good!" (It was the 

original purpose, so no lying there!). The true nature of the sword will all to soon become apparent, and by carefully 

studying, it should become fairly easy, given the magnificent and extravagant looks of the sword and its "glorious" past, 

to come across information, warning others to beware the powers of the Cowardly Blade. 

 


